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ABSTRACT  

Annisa Nadya Ramadhani, (2022): 

 

 

A spoken language is important to human life, if we would like to have a 

good speaking, we should have a good speaking skill. Good speaking allow us to 

communicate our mean and our clarity message with each other. But a bad 

speaking can lead us to miscommunication and ambiguous message. However, 

after observing and conducting inerview an English teacher at MTs Assalam Naga 

Beralih, in general, students have difficulty at retelling story through picture 

series, especially in speaking skill such as pronounciation, vocabulary, grammar, 

fluency and comprehension. The purpose of this study was to determine the 

significant improvement in students' speaking skills through retelling story using a 

series of pictures. This study was a quantitative research with the One Group Pre-

Test Post-Test method. This research was held on October until November 2021 

at MTs Assalam Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency. The sample consisted 

of 25 students obtained that used the purposive sampling technique. In collecting 

data, the researcher took a speaking test. The results of the data the analyzed 

showed that the average score of students before being taught to retell stories 

using a series of pictures was in the enough category with a percentage of 80%. 

The average value of students after being taught to retell stories using a series of 

pictures is in the good category with a percentage of 80%. The average score of 

students after being taught to retell stories using a series of pictures (81.20) was 

higher than before being taught to retell stories using a series of pictures (63.90). 

  

Retelling Story Through Picture 

Series to Improve Students' Speaking 

Skills at Assalam Islamic Junior High 

School Naga Beralih Air Tiris 

Kampar Regency 
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ABSTRAK 

Annisa Nadya Ramadhani, (2022): 

 

 

Bahasa lisan sangat penting bagi kehidupan manusia, jika kita ingin 

berbicara dengan baik, kita harus memiliki keterampilan berbicara yang baik. 

Berbicara yang baik memungkinkan kita untuk mengkomunikasikan maksud dan 

pesan kita satu sama lain. Tetapi berbicara yang buruk dapat membawa kita pada 

miskomunikasi dan pesan yang ambigu. Namun, setelah mengamati dan 

melakukan wawancara dengan guru bahasa Inggris di MTs Assalam Naga 

Beralih, pada umumnya siswa mengalami kesulitan dalam menceritakan kembali 

cerita melalui rangkaian gambar, terutama dalam keterampilan berbicara seperti 

pengucapan, kosa kata, tata bahasa, kefasihan dan pemahaman. Tujuan dari 

penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui adanya peningkatan yang signifikan dalam 

Keterampilan Berbicara Siswa Melalui Menceritakan Kembali Cerita dengan 

Menggunakan Rangkaian Gambar. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kuantitatif 

dengan metode One Group Pre-Test Post-Test. Penelitian ini dilaksanakan pada 

bulan Oktober sampai dengan November 2021 di MTs Assalam Naga Beralih Air 

Tiris Kabupaten Kampar. Sampel penelitian ini terdiri dari 25 siswa yang 

diperoleh melalui teknik purposive sampling.  Dalam pengumpulan data, peneliti 

memberikan test berbicara. Hasil dari analisis data menunjukkan bahwa nilai rata-

rata siswa sebelum diajarkan menceritakan kembali cerita menggunakan 

rangkaian gambar berada pada kategori cukup dengan persentase 80%. Nilai rata-

rata siswa setelah diajarkan menceritakan kembali cerita menggunakan rangkaian 

gambar berada pada kategori baik dengan persentase 80%. Nilai rata-rata siswa 

setelah diajarkan menceritakan kembali cerita dengan menggunakan rangkaian 

gambar (81,20) lebih tinggi dibandingkan sebelum diajarkan menceritakan 

kembali cerita menggunakan rangkaian gambar (63,90). 

Menceritakan Kembali Cerita Melalui 

Rangkaian Gambar Untuk 

Meningkatkan Keterampilan Berbicara 

Siswa di MTs Assalam Naga Beralih Air 

Tiris Kabupaten Kampar 
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 ملخص

 

 (:2222) ،أنيسة نادية رمضان

  

 

اللغة املنطوقة مهمة جًدا حلياة اإلنسان، إذا أردنا التحدث جيًدا، جيب أن تكون لدينا مهارات حتدث 
جيدة. يسمح لنا التحدث اجليد بإيصال نوايانا ورسائلنا لبعضنا البعض. لكن التحدث بشكل سيء ميكن أن 

ابالت مع مدرسي اللغة اإلجنليزية يف يؤدي إىل سوء التواصل والرسائل الغامضة. ومع ذلك، بعد مراقبة وإجراء مق
، بشكل عام، واجو الطالب صعوبة يف إعادة سرد القصص من ناجا برأليو سالماإلسالمية ال درسة املتوسطةامل

خالل سلسلة من الصور، خاصة يف مهارات التحدث مثل النطق واملفردات والقواعد والطالقة والفهم. كان 
الغرض من ىذه الدراسة ىو اكتشاف وجود زيادة كبرية يف مهارات التحدث لدى الطالب من خالل إعادة سرد 

اجملموعة الواحدة قبل االختبار سلة الصور. ىذا البحث عبارة عن حبث كمي باستخدام القصص باستخدام سل
ناجا برأليو أير  سالماإلسالمية ال درسة املتوسطةامل يف 0202. مت إجراء ىذا البحث من أكتوبر إىل نوفمرب الالحق

أسلوب أخذ العينات طالًبا مت احلصول عليهم من خالل  02. تكونت عينة ىذه الدراسة من ترييس كمبار
درجات اهلادف. عند مجع البيانات، أجرى الباحث اختبار التحدث. أظهرت نتائج حتليل البيانات أن متوسط 

٪. متوسط 02الطالب قبل تعليمهم إعادة سرد القصص باستخدام سلسلة من الصور كان يف فئة كافية بنسبة 
٪. كان 02ام سلسلة من الصور يف فئة جيدة بنسبة قيمة الطالب بعد تعليمهم إعادة سرد القصص باستخد

( أعلى مما كان 02.02درجات الطالب بعد تعليمهم إعادة سرد القصص باستخدام سلسلة من الصور )متوسط 
 (.09.32عليو قبل تعليمهم إعادة سرد القصص باستخدام سلسلة من الصور )

 

  

 إعادة سرد القصص من خالل سلسلة الصور
 في تالميذلتحسين مهارات التحدث لدى ال

ناجا برأليه أير  سالماإلسالمية ال مدرسة المتوسطةال
 تيريس كمبار
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Problem 

Speaking is a unit of communication skill between two people and 

become a tool to express our idea, feeling, and think something use speech, 

sound by someone orally. A spoken language is important to human life, if 

we would like to have a good speaking, we should have a good speaking skill. 

Good speaking allow us to communicate our mean and our clarity message 

with each other. But a bad speaking can lead us to miscommunication and 

ambiguous message, because we can know how their feel by speaking. 

Some theories defined speaking definitions. First, Rebecca (in 

Sasitorn, 2014) stated that speaking is a part of daily life that people acquire 

since they are children. Second, Brown and Yule (in Sasitorn, 2014) stated 

that speaking is the complicated information because it is difficult what a 

people say. Third, Omidi and Amir Mahdavi (2016) stated that speaking is an 

important skill in communication that often seems to be a source of problems 

for many language learners. Fourth, Murni (2018) stated that actually 

speaking is one of the tools in communication, it is one of the skills that has 

to be mastered by the students, speaking is an oral skill which is very 

important because it is an instrument in human’s communication. It is very 

useful in interaction between human. 
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From that statement above, the writer concluded that speaking is a 

crucial process part of saying words from our lives to communicate with 

other people since children until nowadays and to be mastered with speaking, 

but some people still have difficult problems when we communicate and 

became the most challenging skill for the language learners until nowadays. 

To helps language learners improve their speaking skills many teachers apply 

so many different teaching techniques to choose which one the best as tool to 

improve their speaking skill. 

In communication, the speaker has to know grammar in use, 

vocabulary, and also the pronunciation of each word. There are five aspects in 

speaking, there are pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, 

comprehension based on Douglas (in Megawati, 2018). It was found that 

learners still find difficulties to speak or tell a story they have known. 

Learners still have some problems such as choice of words (vocabulary), the 

use language features (grammar), class of words, pronunciation, fluency. 

Because of that, students were afraid of making mistake, lack of vocabulary, 

less confidence to speak in English in front of the class. 

There are various speaking activities used in the classroom such as 

discussion in the group, discussion in pairs, debate, speech, teachers’ 

questioning startegies, question and answer, storytelling, retelling story, and 

so on, but in this research, the researcher focused on retelling story.  

The retelling technique is one of the appropriate ways to improve 

students’ speaking skills especially to encourage students to speak in front of 
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the public. It is a tool for developing student’s anxiety in speaking (Morrow, 

1996, p. 267) in Syahra Fitri, et al (2017, p. 39) 

From the definition above, it can be concluded by the writer that 

retelling is the part of speaking activities in class learning that learners 

remembering, and make learners rethinking, it means recounting the story 

into the learnes’ own words from their reading or listening. To avoid 

misunderstanding in the process of speaking process, teachers can use the 

picture as media in any techniques in order to reach the goal of speaking. The 

researcher deals with give picture series as tool or the students’ assessment 

tool while teaching speaking learning process. 

Murni (2018, p. 116) stated that picture series is a set of pictures 

containing of events, characters, and setting of narrative. She was considered 

that using picture series was useful and helpful in improving the students’ 

speaking skill especially in narrative text. From that statements, the 

researcher concluded that the picture series can help the students to retell the 

story in their imagination based on the picture series they get. For  the story, 

the researcher uses one of the types of text is Narrative Text. 

Based on an interview with English teacher at Assalam Islamic 

Boarding School, Mrs. Riri Mardhatillah, S. Pd she said that the English 

learning has been called a success if students get 80 of a passing grade 

(KKM). Besides that, the teacher said that students have a low-level speaking, 

the students still hesitated or were still not confident in speaking class even 

the teacher gave some techniques to improve their speaking in learning class 
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such as discussion, discussion in pairs, brainstorming. Sometime the students 

still lack of vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, fluency, and feeling shy to 

speak in English when the teacher gave the  interview technique about 

themselves as a practice test. 

Based on preliminary research, exactly interviews with several 

students, they said that English was difficult to understand especially in 

speaking. Sometimes the teacher asked them to come in front of the class 

individually. Ideally, the students had no problem with their speaking but in 

reality, they were still problematic with their speaking skills. Sometimes they 

don’t know what the words mean, due to a lack of vocabulary. If they heard a 

new vocabulary they do not immeditely look for the meaning, they were lazy 

to open the dictionary. They said if the teacher gave them media in the 

learning process, the more understood the material. Based on the problem 

above can be seen the following symptoms as follow : 

1. Some of the students were not able to pronounce words 

correctly. 

2. Some of the students were not able to speak with grammar 

correctly. 

3. Some of the students were not able to use vocabulary in 

speaking. 

4. Some of the students were not able to speak fluently. 

5. Some of the students were not able to speak 

comprehensively.  
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Based on the explanation and problems above, the researcher wants to 

know how the retelling story through pictures series to improve speaking 

skill. Thus, the researcher is intended to be investigating the problems above 

into a research project which is entitled : RETELLING STORY 

THROUGH PICTURE SERIES TO IMPROVE STUDENTS’ 

SPEAKING SKILLS AT ASSALAM ISLAMIC JUNIOR HIGH 

SCHOOL NAGA BERALIH AIR TIRIS KAMPAR REGENCY. 

B. The Problem of the Research 

1. Identification of the Problem 

a. Why were some of the students not able to pronounce words 

correctly? 

b. Why were some of the students not able to speak with grammar 

correctly? 

c. Why were some of the students not able to use vocabulary in 

speaking? 

d. Why were some of the students not able to speak fluently? 

e. Why were some of the students not able to speak comprehensively? 

2. Limitation of the Problem 

Based on the background and the identification of the research, 

limitation of this research focus on retelling the story through pictures 

series to improve students’ speaking skills at Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency. 
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3. Formulation of the Problem 

Is there any significant improvement in students’ speaking skills 

through retelling story by using picture series at Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency? 

C. Objectives and Significance of the Research 

1. Objective of the Research 

To know any significant improvement in students’ speaking skills 

through retelling story by using picture series at Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency. 

2. Significant of the Research 

There are some significance of this research that is encontered 

below : 

a. The result of this research will be hopefully usefull for English 

teacher  to used retelling story technique through picture series on 

speaking activities in classroom. 

b. The result of this research will be hopefully usefull for other 

researchers to conduct further study. 

c. It may motivate students to improve their speaking since they will 

find out that speaking is not always difficult to learn. Their 

improvement of speaking skills will help them master English well. 

d. Finally, hope the writer can take benefits from this research for 

teaching English language in the future.  
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D. Reasons for Choosing the title 

There are some reasons why the researcher is interested in conducting 

this research as follow : 

1. The researcher is interested to get depth knowledge the topic 

2. There has never been a similar study at those school 

3. The title of this research is relevant to the researcher’s status as an 

English Education Department student. 

4. Finally, the location of the research supports and facilitates the writer 

to conduct the research. 

E. Definition of the Term 

The researcher provides the definition of all the term in order to avoid 

misunderstanding and misinterpreting that are use in this study as follow : 

1. Retelling 

Retelling is reading or listening activity that learners remember from 

reading or listening and retell what they recognize both through speaking 

or writing (Morrow in Syahra Fitri et al 2017, p. 39). 

2. Picture Series 

Picture series is a set of picture containing of events, characters, and 

setting of narrative (Murni, 2018, p. 116).  

3. Speaking  

Speaking is one of the tools in communication, it is one of the skills that 

has to be mastered by the students, speaking is an oral skill which is very 
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important because it is an instrument in human’s communication (Murni, 

2018) 

4. Narrative is an imaginative story to entertain learner or reader about a 

past story or story related to the real experience, imaginary or complex 

event (Meyers, 2005). 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoritical Framework 

1. Nature of Speaking 

Speaking is a crucial process part of saying words from our lives to 

communicate with other people since children until nowadays and to be 

mastered with speaking. Speaking also is the express our idea, feeling and 

think about something use speech, sound by someone.  

Some theory’s definitions of speaking are stated by some experts. 

First, according to Brown (2004) speaking is a productive skill that can be 

directly and empirically observed, those observations are invariably 

colored by the accuracy and effectiveness. It means that speaking is 

productive skill, it could not be separated from listening. When we 

produce the text it and it should be have meaning. In addition, the 

language skills there are categorized into productive skills are speaking 

and writing. While reading and listening are receptive skills, both 

components of skills depict  how language as means of communication 

works. These skill components are messages delivered through spoken and 

printed texts that are produced by language learners. The messages 

produced by students in spoken form are categorized as speaking; while 

the messages produced by students through written form are writing 

(Kalayo Hasibuan, p. 1).  

Second, according to Burns and Joyce (in Kalayo Hasibuan, p. 2) 

that speaking is often spontaneous, open-ended, and envolving. However 
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speech is not always unpredictable. Third, according to Chaney (in Kayi, 

2006, p. 1) speaking is the process of building and sharing meaning 

through the use of verbal and nonverbal symbols in a variety of contexts. 

Writer means that spoken language consists both of verbal and non verbal 

to share the meanings in various context between speaker and other people 

or interlocutor. 

From the statements above it can be concluded when the speaker is 

speak and say something to explain, it means she or he showed what their 

say to what their see, feel and think and often spontaneously and have the 

sense to divide with another person. When someone speaks to another 

person, there will be a relationship. The relationship itself is 

communication. 

2. Teaching Speaking Skill 

The current English conversation learning system must prioritize 

student’s communication skills, because in this way students will be able 

to express themselves to learn to follow the rules of the English language 

when communicating. Teaching speaking it means how the teacher leads 

the students to improve student’s speaking skill in express their idea orally. 

Teacher also focused on making the atmosphere of speaking actively, 

making students creative, how the students speak up and going to say with 

others or interlocutor in front of the class. 

In addition, according to Brown (in Jessica, 2017, p. 2) that teaching 

means showing or helping someone how to do something, giving 

instruction, guiding in the study of the something, providing with the 
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knowledge, causing to know or to understand. It means that the teacher 

have several roles to give the students knowlede, to guiding speaking, to 

faciliting learn speaking, to set the conditions the students learning in the 

classroom, especially in teaching speaking skill.   

In order to solve the students’ problem and improve their speaking 

skill, a teacher has to be able to give some techniques that can involve 

student in practice speaking and teacher also give some motivation. In 

teaching speaking, the teacher has to prioritize on the efficiency of oral 

communication so that the use of the language works well rather than the 

apply of the language. According to Nunan (in Kayi, 2006) that means 

teaching speaking is to teach ESL learners to : 

a. Produce the English speech sounds and sound patterns 

b. Use word and sentence stress, intonation patterns and the rhythm 

of the second language. 

c. Select appropriate words and sentences according to the proper 

social setting, audience, situation and subject matter. 

d. Organizing their thoughts in a meaningful and logical sequence. 

e. Use language as a means of expressing values and judgments. 

f. Use the language quickly and confidently with few unnatural 

pauses, which is called as fluency. 

It can be concluded by the writer that the first goal of teaching 

English speaking skill is efficiency in communication, especially in 

produce the language, which the use of language is stressed  than the usage 
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of language. The students should be able to make themselves understand 

using their recent proficiency to the fullest. 

a. Activities to Promote Speaking 

Now many teachers should be able to create a classroom 

environment where the students have like a real-life communication, 

authentic activities and meaningful tasks that to promote or to improve 

their oral language. As result, teacher should pay attention when teaching, 

especially the techniques where are choosen and implemented. According 

to Kayi (2006) here are activities to promote or to improve speaking : 

1) Discussion 

Discusson can be called as talk about something, the example 

is debate. Before the discussion, it is essential that the purpose of 

the discussion activity is set by the teacher. In this way, the 

discussion points are relevant to this purpose, so that students do 

not spend their time chatting with each other about irrelevant 

things. In this type of discussions, the teacher can form groups of 

students, preferably 4 or 5 in each group, and provide controversial 

sentences like “people learn best when they read vs people learn 

best when they travel”. Then each group works on their topic for a 

given time period, and presents their opinions to the class. It is 

essential that the speaking should be equally divided among group 

members. At the end, the class decides on the winning group who 

defended the idea in the best way.  
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This activity fosters critical thinking and quick decision 

making, and students learn how to express and justify themselves 

in polite ways while disagreeing with the others. For efficient 

group discussions, it is always better not to form large groups, 

because quiet students may avoid contributing in large groups. The 

group members can be either assigned by the teacher or the 

students may determine it by themselves, but groups should be 

rearranged in every discussion activity so that students can work 

with various people and learn to be open to different ideas. Lastly, 

in class or group discussions, whatever the aim is the students 

should always be encouraged to ask questions, paraphrase ideas, 

express support, check for clarification, and so on. 

2) Role Play 

According to Harmer (in Kayi, 2006) One other way of 

getting students to speak is role-playing. Students pretend they are 

in various  social contexts and have a variety of social roles. In 

role-play activities, the teacher gives information to the learners 

such as who they are and what they think or feel. Thus, the teacher 

can tell the student that "You are David, you go to the doctor and 

tell him what happened last night, and…". 

3) Simulations 

Simulations are very similar to role-plays but what 

makes simulations different than role plays is that they are more 
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elaborate. In simulations, students can bring items to the class to 

create a realistic environment. For instance, if a student is acting as 

a singer, she brings a microphone to sing and so on. Role plays and 

simulations have many advantages. First, since they are 

entertaining, they motivate the students. Second, as Harmer (in 

Kayi 2006) stated that they increase the self-confidence of hesitant 

students, because in role play and simulation activities, they will 

have a different role and do not have to speak for themselves, 

which means they do not have to take the same responsibility. 

4) Information Gap 

In this activity, students are supposed to be working in 

pairs. One student will have the information that other partner does 

not have and the partners will share their information. Information 

gap activities serve many purposes such as solving a problem or 

collecting information.  Also, each partner plays an important role 

because the task cannot be completed if the partners do not provide 

the information the others need. These activities are effective 

because everybody has the opportunity to talk extensively in the 

target language. 

5) Brainstorming 

On a given topic, students can produce ideas in a limited 

time. Depending on the context, either individual or group 

brainstorming is effective and learners generate ideas quickly and 
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freely. The good characteristics of brainstorming is that the 

students are not criticized for their ideas so students will be open to 

sharing new ideas. 

6) Storytelling 

Students can briefly summarize a tale or story they heard 

from somebody beforehand, or they may create their own stories to 

tell their classmates. Story telling fosters creative thinking. It also 

helps students express ideas in the format of beginning, 

development, and ending, including the characters and setting a 

story has to have. Students also can tell riddles or jokes. For 

instance, at the very beginning of each class session, the teacher 

may call a few students to tell short riddles or jokes as an opening. 

In this way, not only will the teacher address students’ speaking 

ability, but also get the attention of the class. 

7) Interviews 

Students can conduct interviews on selected topics with 

various people. It is a good idea that the  teacher provides a rubric 

to students so that they know what type of questions they can ask 

or what path to follow, but students should prepare their own 

interview questions. Conducting interviews with people gives 

students a chance to practice their speaking ability not only in class 

but also outside and helps them becoming socialized. After 

interviews, each student can present his or her study to the class. 
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Moreover, students can interview each other and "introduce" his or 

her partner to the class. 

8) Story Completion 

This is a very enjoyable, whole-class, free-speaking activity 

for which students sit in a circle. For this activity, a teacher starts to 

tell a story, but after a few sentences he or she stops narrating. 

Then, each student starts to narrate from the point where the 

previous one stopped. Each student is supposed to add from four to 

ten sentences. Students can add new characters, events, 

descriptions and so on. 

9) Reporting 

Before coming to class, students are asked to read a 

newspaper or magazine and, in class, they report to their friends 

what they find as the most interesting news. Students can also talk 

about whether they have experienced anything worth telling their 

friends in their daily lives before class. 

10)  Playing Cards 

In this game, students should form groups of four. Each suit 

will represent a topic. Each student in a group will choose a card. 

Then, each student will write 4-5 questions about that topic to ask 

the other people in the group. However, the teacher should state at 

the very beginning of the activity that students are not allowed to 

prepare yes-no questions, because by saying yes or no students get 
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little practice in spoken language production. Rather, students ask 

open-ended questions to each other so that they reply in complete 

sentences. 

11)  Picture Narrating 

This activity is based on several sequential pictures. 

Students are asked to tell the story taking place in the sequential 

pictures by paying attention to the criteria provided by the teacher 

as a rubric. Rubrics can include the vocabulary or structures they 

need to use while narrating. 

12)  Picture Describing 

Another way to make use of pictures in a speaking activity 

is to give students just one picture and having them describe what 

it is in the picture. For this activity students can form groups and 

each group is given a different picture. Students discuss the 

picture with their groups, then a spokesperson for each group 

describes the picture to the whole class. This activity fosters the 

creativity and imagination of the learners as well as their public 

speaking skills. 

13)  Find the Difference 

For this activity students can work in pairs and each couple 

is given two different pictures, for example, picture of boys 

playing football and another picture of girls playing tennis. 
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Students in pairs discuss the similarities and/or differences in the 

pictures. 

The conclusion that can be made by the researcher about the 

previous explanation above, there are many activities or many 

kinds to enhance, to improve students’ speaking skill that should 

be created by the teacher, so that the students going to say with 

others people or interlucator in front of the class, and they try to 

make creativity by oral. One of example is using picture narrative, 

and etc, so the researcher use the picture narrative to retell the story 

to improve student’s speaking skill. 

b. Aspect of Speaking Skill 

In communication, the speakers has to know is the dominant factor 

or aspect that influence the process of teaching and learning to speak, or it 

might be called as assessment or elements of speaking skill. The aspect of 

speaking skill normally used to find out how far the students achieved the 

material, to find out the strenght and the weakness of speaking the student. 

In other words, aspect is essentially done by the teacher in teaching 

particulary in teaching and learning speaking to know the achievement of 

teaching and learning activities (Dedy, 2013, p. 16). 

In assessing student speaking skill, Bachman (in Dedy, 2013, p. 16) 

discusses what actually the tests of speaking include are : (1) a set of 

elicitation procedures, including a sequence of activities and a set of 

question types and topic, (2) a measurement scale of “5”, on which sample 

of oral language obtained via the elicitation procedures are rated. Then, 
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Ellis and Sinclair and Brown (in Dedy, 2013, p. 17) stated that focus on 

two aspects : (1) accuracy, consist of vocabulary, grammar, style, 

pronunciations of sounds, stress, intonations, and task. (2) fluency consist 

of meaning and spontaneity. It means that the students can speak English 

fluently if they produce good fluency and accuracy as well.  

According to Douglas (in Megawati, 2018, p. 19) there are five 

aspect in speaking. There are pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, 

fluency, comprehension. The five aspects can be explained as follow: 

1) Pronunciations 

Pronunciation is considered as the way in which a language or 

particular word is pronounced and it is a particular person’s way of 

pronouncing a words. It means that pronunciation is very important to 

successful spoken communication, without any good pronunciation, it 

will be difficult for the listener to understand and get the point of what 

the speaker says. 

2) Grammar  

The grammar is the system of rules governing the conventional 

arrangement and relationship of words in a sentences. Grammar tell us 

how construct a sentence (word order, verb and noun systems, 

modifier, phrases, clause, etc). It means, students need to arrange a 

correct sentence in conversation. The utility of grammar is also to 

learn the correct way to gain expertise in a language in oral and 

written form. 

3) Vocabulary  
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Vocabulary is total number of words which make up a 

language. It is defined as the words in foreign language. Words are 

perceived as the building block upon which knowledge of second 

language can be built. Vocabulary is the most important aspect of 

foreign language learning and also It can be seen as an essential 

component of speaking expertly.  

4) Fluency  

Fluency practice usually combines new items of other 

language as preparation for the news item in conversation, without 

hesitation, item with some errors. Many language learners regard 

speaking as the measure of language skill. 

5) Comprehension  

Comprehension is defined as ability to understand. Something 

by reasonable comprehension of the subject or as the knowledge of 

what a situation is really like. It means that comprehension is 

understood between speaker and listener that communicate in the 

same language as the base of communication. 

3. Retelling Story 

a. Definition of Retelling 

Several experts has clarified the definition of retelling. This 

research focuses on retelling story with student secondary school 

through grade 9 students. According to Kalmback  in Stoicovy (in 

Andri Defrioka, 2014, p. 48) that retelling is a process of re-

memorizing what we listened to and read. Also, Retelling is reading or 
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listening that learners remember from reading or listening and retell 

what they recognize either through orally or in writing stated by 

Morrow (in Sasitorn, 2014). According to Johnson (In Sasitorn, 2014) 

stated that retelling is the most directly accessing in teaching and the 

reaction result of the reader from the text.  

From that statments above, retelling is the process of someone 

for re-memorizing something from reading and listening, it can helps 

the readers or listeners to respond of stories regarding the personal 

explication of each message. Also, retelling can build learners 

motivation about the text.  

b. Retelling Story 

The students’ require to think more conceptually in retelling a 

story. It means that students use their own words, so that they can 

develop their aspect of speaking, such as vocabulary, pronunciation, 

grammar, and etc. Before the students retell a story, the students have 

to be able read the text of the story and understand the story well, so 

that the speaker of retelling story can combine expression like eye 

contact, gesture, volume, body movement, and the student feel 

enjoyable in retelling the story. 

Based on the research of Brown and Cambourne as cited in 

Mowbray (in Jessica Novia, 2017) in retelling story, the function of a 

teacher is as a tutor. So that the teacher guiding and helps to use the 

information and encourage the students to retell the story. Because 
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sometimes the students face the difficulties in understanding about the 

meaning of the story. The teacher has to help the students by showing 

and giving some clues related to the story.  

In addition, Gambrell and Dromsky as cited in Gibson (in 

Jessica Novia, 2017) stated that there are some tips that should be kept 

in mind by the teacher to catch  students in retelling activities. Those 

tips are:  

1) Model retelling 

2) Using predictable texts and or familiar stories, such as fairy tales 

or folktales 

3) Retell a portion of a familiar text and ask the student to finish 

the retelling 

4) Ask the students to identify the most important part of the text. 

5) Have the students work with a partner to practice retelling. 

From the explanation above, the research concluded that the 

teacher must facilitaties the text of story, so that the students are able 

to retell the story and identify the sequence of event in the story such 

as with a beginning, in the middle and at the end, so that the students 

can indicate their good understanding of the story. Retelling story also 

gives many benefits besides improving speaking skills. The other skill 

that can be improve by the students are listening, grammar, 

vocabulary, the message or moral value of the story, concentration, 

opinion, their feelings, ideas and also hopes. 
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c. The Use of Story Retelling in The Classroom 

Sometimes student face difficulties and problem in retelling 

story at the classroom learning process because they do not have a lot 

of experiences. Morrow (in Sasitorn, 2014, p. 146) in his study found 

that children have difficulty in retelling, but doing practicing in 

retelling a story could be helped.  He addition, increasing the quality 

and training facilities for retelling can help students succeed on the 

story retelling process. 

It means that, before the students retell the story in the 

classroom, the teacher should be facilitated the material, the lesson of 

the story before teaching the content, such as the students read the 

story, listen the story, the students know what the story about and so 

on, because the children would be asked to retell the story. 

Moreover, According to Sasitorn (2014) explained that the 

teaching is instruction also depending on the retelling target.  If 

teachers focus on instructing intention or chronological test such as 

teaching children to pay attention to what happens first, second and 

next. Teaching or assessment students' capacity is the aim that needs 

to use in class for integrating information and give a reference for the 

text.  Teaching students and referring to each feeling or experiences 

that related to the text.  The teaching technique of asking students to 

story retelling meaning by doing the pre and post discussion from 

stories will help to develop story retelling (Mitchell and Morrow (in 

Sasitorn, 2014, p. 146). Furthermore, Morrow suggested that to 
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practice in retelling and discussions about the quality of retelling.  

Tape and role play can use to encourage students to specify their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Based on explanation above, the use retelling story in the 

classroom must be related with the story that teacher had given, so 

that the students can explore and improve their speaking. To know 

which is the category between weaknesses and strenghts, the teacher 

suggested in using tape to record their speaking while retelling story 

and role play. 

According to Sasitorn (2014, p. 146) here are some following 

motivated words to help the student if it needed : 

a. If students face the problem in the beginning, teachers should suggest 

them to start with these words “Once upon a time "or" one there 

was....” 

b. If students cannot continue stories and stop retelling before the end of 

stories, teachers can help by urging them by asking these questions, 

“Can you tell what come next from a story?”  and “What will 

happen?”. However, teachers voice should make students do not feel 

exciting. 

c. If student stop retelling and cannot continue even though teachers help 

to ask the encouraging questions in B, teacher should help to ask the 

relevant questions to the point of view in stories. For example, “What 

was the reason that Jane moved to London?” 
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d. If student cannot retell the story or if they do not know enough of the 

sequence and detailed in the retelling, teachers should help to motivate 

gradually them from these questions. For example : 

1) "Once upon a time or "Once there was 

2) "Who was in the story?" 

3) "When did the story happen?" (Such as, day, night, afternoon, 

summer, winter?) 

4) "Where did the story take place or happen?" 

5) "What was the main character in the story?" 

6) "How did he or she try to solve the problem in this story? What 

did he or she do first from this story)?" 

7) "How was the problem in a story solved?" 

8) Teachers ask students to tell about "How did the story end?" 

In other words, teacher still become facilitate students place to 

learn, teacher is giving everything that students need, and helps the 

student if they face some problem when practicing in retelling story in 

the classroom with some following motivation above, also it call as 

the teacher have some roles in teaching retelling story in classroom 

activities to encourage students speaking skill. 

4. Types of Picture and Types of Use 

According to Andrew Wright (1990, p. 193) that there are several 

types of picture: 

a. Checkchart for pictures 
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Use the checkcart to stimulate ideas for particular ways 

of using pictures you have found. If a special ideaa occurs, write it on 

the back of the picture or on an envelope and keep the picture in it. If 

no special idea occcurs, file the picture in the general subject file. 

b. Pictures of single objects 

Many of the activities described in this book make us of 

pictures showing a single object. 

c. Pictures which imply 

Some words and stuctures might be implied by a picture 

even though they are not specifically illustrated. 

d. Picture of famous people 

General things to talk about: identify, character. 

e. Picture of several people 

General things to do and to talk about: speech and 

thought bubbles cut ot of sticky paper can be stuck on the picture. 

Students imagine what the people might be saying and thinking. There 

is often an opportunity to discuss aspects of register and function 

according to the nature of the people, their apparent relationship and 

the setting they are in. 

f. Picture of people in action 

General things to talk about: Everyday activities, what 

has a happened before the action, sport, work, and so on. 

g. Pictures of one person 
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Pictures of people invite us to speculate who they are, 

what sort of people they are, and what they are thinking and feeling. 

h. Picture of the news 

They are normally linked with captions and articles, and 

it is usually a good idea to retain the texts even if they will not be read 

in detail. 

i. Picture of fantasies 

Fantasy pictures can be cut out of old children’s books. 

j. Picture of places 

k. Picture from history 

Pictures illustrating scenes, costumes and objects from 

history can be used like other pictures but have the additional quality 

of inviting the use of past tense forms. 

l. Pictures with a lot information 

m. Sequences of pictures 

Cartoon strips and instruction strips of pictures are 

potentially useful. Experience will show the teacher which strips  are 

the most useful. The strips can be kept as they are and used to 

contextualise a story or description of a process. First of all the teacher 

can ask questions to help the students graps the meaning of the strip. 

Intermediate and advanced students can discuss the technique of the 

cartoonist in his or her representation of the people and setting and the 

relationship between the drawing and the words. 
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n. Related pictures 

Pictures which ae related to each other can be treated as 

separate pictures and used in mini-dialogues, etc. 

o. Single stimulating pictures 

Some photographs show images of peple in their 

environment with great sensitivity, which can stimulate speculation 

and the expression of experiences and feelings, this can lead to 

storytelling. 

p. Picture of maps and symbols 

Pictures of symbols can be found in road traffic, 

booklets, holiday brochures, etc. 

q. Pairs of pictures 

r. Pictures and texts 

Some pictures have captions or articles accompanying 

them: cartoons, newspaper pictures, advertisements, pictures cut out 

of old books, and etc, and it is a shame to throw the text away. Even if 

the text is above the productive level of the students it could be used 

for reading for gist. Consider retaining the texts and sticking them on 

a cess. Alternatively, the students can be asked to point to different 

parts of it as they listen to the explanation. 

s. Students and teacher drawings 

t. Ambiguous pictures 

u. Bizzare picture 
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Bizzare pictures engage people’s attention for a few 

moments but theb tend to become boring because it is difficult to 

relate to them. 

v. Explanatory pictures 

Pictures taken from specialist publications or old 

school books often explain a process. 

The next, Noor Azlina Yunus (1981) she explained that picture 

into four types :  

a. Composite picture 

These are large single pictures, which show a scene (Hospital, 

Beach, Canteen, Railway Station, Street) in which number of 

people can be seen doing things.  

b. Picture Series  

A picture series is a number of related composite pictures 

linked to form a series of sequence. Hence, it’s main function 

is to tell a story or sequence of events. 

c. Individual picture 

These are single pictures of objects, person or activities such  

pictures vary in size from small newspaper pictures and can be 

mounted singly.  

d. Specialized pictures 
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Posters, charts, advertisement and brochures. Wall posters are 

not designed specifically for teaching, but rather for 

advertising or propaganda purpose. 

Based on explanation above, the researcher takes picture 

series, that also can be used as media in teaching speaking. Picture 

series is intended helps students to retell the story besides, it is 

expected to promote their motivation to speak. 

5. Advantages Using Picture Series 

According to Gerlach et al (in Deena and Sri, 2020) assert that 

there are several benefits of using pictorial material included picture 

series; they are : (1) pictures are very useful for presenting new 

grammatical and vocabulary items, (2) pictorial material allows for 

meaningful and practice of vocabulary and structures presented by the 

teacher, (3) pictorial material can also provide a stimulus for using the 

language at the reproduction and manipulation stage to speak, to read, 

and to write, (4) pictures can be used for revision from one lesson to 

another as well as for long-term revision of vocabulary and structure, 

(5) pictorial material can be used to supplement whatever textbook the 

teacher is using or whatever course the student have done using 

textbook, (6) pictorial material is easy to collect, to make and to 

transport. 

Raimes (in Sasitorn 2014, p. 151) that using picture help to 

provide in the sequence events such as the picture events of a comic 

strip. Moreover, a set of parallel pictures can help to provide learning 
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material that offers the learner on vocabulary , sentence structure and 

organization. Then, Klasek (in Sasitorn 2014, p. 151) mentioned that 

using pictures have several advantages. Pictures are the medium of 

communication, and it is inexpensive and pictures help to manage in 

events, and can adapt using pictures of many subjects. This picture has 

a multiplicity of uses-by individual students on the bulletin boards and 

the flames on the board. In addition, pictures can assist in preventing 

and correcting misconceptions. It can also translate images of the 

event, described the process of extending experiences, draw a 

comparison, to show the continuous focus of attention, and 

development decision. 

6. Retelling Story Using Picture Series in Teaching Speaking 

The use picture and story in the taching and learning process can 

be used as a tehnique for teaching speaking. Kayi (in Devina, 2016, p. 

26) believes that using pictures in retelling story is an activity based 

on several sequential pictures. Students are asked to tell the story 

taking place in the picture series by paying attention to the criteria 

provided by the teacher as a teller. 

In line, Hubbard in Grugeon et al (in Devina, 2016, p. 26), 

retelling story using picture series can give the connection between the 

pictures and story. Story is the informal account of live experience, 

whereas narrative is a structured interpretation of story, which 

includes researcher additions and omissions. Hence, narrative text can 

improve student’s vocabulary in speaking activities and it can give 
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more practical activities in speaking. In addition, retelling story 

practice can give experience an insight as stimulate in practicing their 

productive skill.  

7. Narrative Text 

Various definitions of narrative text are stated by some experts. 

According to Rebecca (in Defrioka, 2014, p. 47) that a narrative text is 

a text which relates a series of logically, and chronologically related 

events that are caused or experienced by factors. She also stated that a 

key to comprehending a narrative is a sense of plot, of theme, of 

characters, and of events, and of how they relate. In addition, Meyer 

(in Ahlul Fikri, et al, 2014, p. 2) stated that narrative text is an 

imaginative story to entertain learner or reader about a past story or 

story related to the real experience, imaginary or complex event. 

From definitions above, the writer concluded that narrative text 

is one of imagination text that can entertain the students in learning 

process which related sequence of events. Narrative text also deal with 

problematic events. There are many teachniques to teach speaking 

skills, such as role play, drama, simulation, narrative text, and etc. The 

researcher was interested in choosing one of those ways to improve 

students’ speaking skill which is narrative text. 

B. Relevant Research 

According to Syafi’i (2015, p. 103) relevant research is required 

to observe some previous researches conducted by other researcher in 

which they are relevant to the research being conducted. There are 
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some researches that have been conducted and they are relevant to this 

research paper such as : 

The first, Siti Farhana, Flora, Deddy Supriyadi, they had done 

research about “The Influence Of Retelling Story Technique In 

Improving Student’s Speaking Skill By Using Picture Series”. This 

study was aimed at finding out whether there was a statistically 

significant improvement of students’ speaking skill after the 

implementation of retelling story technique by using picture series. 

The results showed that there was a statistically significant 

improvement of the students’ speaking skill after the implementation 

of retelling story technique by using picture series with the significant 

level 0.05. This indicates that retelling story technique by using 

picture series helps students improve their speaking skill. 

The second, Ira Anriani (2020), she had done the research about 

“Retelling Story Through Picture Series to Improve Students Speaking 

Skill at the 8th Grade Students of SMPN 3 Ranteangin”. This research 

was aimed at finding out whether there was improvement on students’ 

speaking skills through retelling stories by using picture series and to 

investigate whether there was improvement on students’ speaking 

skills through retelling stories by using picture series in vocabulary, 

pronunciation, fluency, and comprehension. The population of this 

research was the second grade students of SMPN 3 Ranteangin 

consisting of 30 students as experimental class, which was selected by 
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using lottery. The result showed that the students’ mean score of pre-

test was 59.16 and their score of post-test after the implementation of 

retelling story by using picture series was 67.86, in which the gain 

amounted 8.70. It means that there was improvement on students’ 

speaking skills after being taught through retelling story by using 

picture series. Retelling story by using picture series could improve 

students’ speaking skills in five aspects, pronunciation, grammar, 

vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. The differences between this 

research from Ira Anriani’s research was in selected the sample 

technique, the class which was selected by using lottery. 

The Third, Ika Ratna Mulya (2014). She had done the research 

about “Retelling Story Through Picture Series to Improve Students’ 

Speaking Skills”, the findings showed that the use of picture series 

helps students in learning speaking skill. The students got new 

vocabularies when retelling the story. In addition, the students could 

know some of verbs in the past form. Even though it was complicated 

to explain the meaning of the picture, in addition, retelling story using 

includes picture series can enhance students’ imagination and 

concentrates the mind and got clues about the story. 

The Fourth, Devina Nizzu (2016), she had done the research 

about “Improving Students Speaking Skills Through Retelling Story 

by Using Picture Series at SMAN 7 Bandar Lampung”. The purpose 

of the research to finding out whether there was improvement on 
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students’ speaking skills through retelling stories by using picture 

series and to investigate whether there was improvement on students’ 

speaking skills through retelling stories by using picture series in 

grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, fluency, and comprehension. 

The population of the research was the second grade students of 

SMAN 7 Bandar Lampung consisting of 36 students as 

experimental class, which was selected by using lottery. Speaking test 

was used to collect data in this research. The result showed that the 

students’ mean score of pre-test was 59.16 and their score of post-test 

after the implementation of retelling story by using picture series 

was 67.86, in which the gain amounted 8.70. It means that there was 

improvement on students’ speaking skills after being taught through 

retelling story by using picture series. 

The fifth, Rohimatun Nafi’ah (2018) she had done the research 

about “The Use of Storytelling by Picture Series Technique to 

Improve the Students’ Speaking Ability” purpose of the study are to 

present that speaking ability can be improved through applying 

Storytelling by Picture Series Technique. This research was  

Classroom Action Research (CAR) which involved 26 students in 

class XI IPA 2 and was conducted in two cycles. Cycle 1 consisted of 

two meetings and cycle 2 consisted of two meetings. The reseracher 

used observation technique and also used documentation to support 

information. The results of the research showed that, from two cycles, 
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the average scores of students’ speaking are (a) 55.76 in pre-test, and 

(b) 65.19 in post-test 1 as well as (c) 73.46 in post-test 2. It means that 

there was an improvement on students’ score from pre-test to cycle I 

and cycle II. 

C. Operational Concept 

Syafi’i (2015, p. 103) stated that operational concepts are 

derived from related theoritical concepts on all of the variables that 

should be practically and empirically operated in an academic writing-

a research paper. In the other words, operational concept is the main 

element to avoid misinterpreting in a scientific study. It should be 

interpreted into particular words in order to make it easier to 

measured, it gives clear description of the variables. Therefore, in 

analyzing the problem in this research, there are two variables used, 

they are variable X (Independent) and variable Y (Dependent). 

Variable X is retelling story through picture series. Then, variable Y is 

student’s speaking skill. 

1. Variable X, according to Kayi (in Devina, 2016, p. 26) believes that 

using pictures in retelling story is an activity based on several 

sequential pictures. Students are asked to tell the story taking place in 

the picture series by paying attention to the criteria provided by the 

teacher as a teller. 

2. Variable Y, According to Douglas (in Megawati, 2018, p. 19) There are 

five aspect in speaking. The five aspects can be explained as follow: 

a. Pronunciations 
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It means that pronunciation is very important to successful 

spoken communication, without any good pronunciation, it will be 

difficult for the listener to understand and get the point of what the 

speaker says. 

b. Grammar  

The grammar is the system of rules governing the conventional 

arrangement and relationship of words in a sentences. 

c. Vocabulary  

Vocabulary is total number of words which make up a 

language.  

d. Fluency  

Fluency practice usually combines new items of other 

language as preparation for the news item in conversation, without 

hesitation, item with some errors. 

e. Comprehension 

Comprehension is defined as ability to understand. 

D. Assumptions and Hypothesis 

1. Assumption 

In this research, the researcher assume that (1) Retelling story 

through picture series has a significant improvement on students’ 

speaking skill, (2) Media is necessary for the learning process, the picture 

series is as media to improve students speaking skills, and pictures series can 

help students in expressing an idea, feeling, and in oral communication. 
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2. Hypothesis 

Ho : There is no significant improvement in students’ speaking skills 

through retelling story by using picture series at Assalam 

Islamic Junior High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar 

Regency 

Ha : There is a significant improvement in students’ speaking skills 

through retelling stories by using picture series at Assalam 

Islamic Junior High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar 

Regency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER III  

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

A. Research Design 

Research design is a process of gathering, investigating and analyzing 

the information or data systematically and directly from the specific source of 

data (Creswell, 2012). This research was a quantitative research, quantitative 

research is a dealing with statistical analysis of the data in the form of scores 

and numbers (Creswell, 2012:19). Sugiyono (2013, p. 72) explained in pre-
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experimental research there is treatment, thus the pre-experimental research 

method can be interpreted as a research method used to find the effect of 

certain treatments on others under controlled conditions. 

This research mainly deals with score since to find out whether there 

is improvement on the students’ speaking skill or not, the observer compared 

the result of the test. One Group Pre-test Post-test design used in this design, 

according to Sugiyono (2013, p. 74) there is a pre-test before being given 

treatment. Thus, the result of treatment can be known more accurately, 

because it can compare with the situation before being treated. This research 

also tends to find out the improvement in speaking of the students by 

comparing the results between pretest and posttest. The research design could 

be presented as follows: 

 

 

 

O1 X O2 

Where : 

O1 : Pre-test (was given before the observer teach through retelling 

story by using picture series and to measure the students’ 

competence before they were given the treatment). 

X : Treatment (was given through retelling story by using picture 

series to improve students’ speaking skills) 
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O2 : Post-test (was given after implementing retelling story by using 

picture series and to measure how far the students’ improvement 

after they get the treatment). (Sugiyono, 2013, p. 75) 

B. Time and Location of the Research 

This research was conducted from October and November 2021. The 

research took place at Assalam Islamic Junior High School, this school 

located in Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar regency, Riau province. 

C. Subject and Object of the research 

The subject of this research was the ninth grade of Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School. Meanwhile, the object of this research was focused on the 

students’ speaking skills for using retelling story through picture series. 

D. Population and sample of the Research 

1. Population of the Research 

The population is the group of individuals having one characteristic that 

distinguishes them from other group (Creswell, 2012). The population of the 

research was students at ninth grade of Assalam Islamic Junior High School, 

class of male and female was separated, in this school there are 4 classes, 

namely 2 classes were male and 2 classes were female. So researcher only 

took the population of this research was the ninth grade of Assalam Islamic 

Junior High School Naga beralih only for female class that consists of 2 

classes namely class c and class d which consisted of 51 students. The 

spesification of the population can be seen on the table below: 
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Tabel III.1 

Population of the Ninth Grade students at 

Assalam Islamic Junior High School 

No  Class Number of Students 

1 IX C 26 

2 IX D 25 

 Total 51 

 

2. Sample of the Research 

The sample is the group of participants in a study selected from the 

target population from which the researcher generalizes to the target 

population (Creswell, 2012). In line with creswell, Fraenkel et al (2012, 

p. 91) describes sample as the small group of the population on the 

research. Sample is part of the number and characteristics owned by the 

population (Sugiyono, 2012, p.62). 

This research is pre-experimental design which only use one group. 

This sampling technique in this study was purposive sampling. Sugiyono 

(2013, p. 85) states “Purposive sampling adalah teknik pengambilan 

sampel sumber data dengan pertimbangan tertentu”. (Purposive sampling 

is technique taking the source of data sample with certain deliberation). 

With purposive sampling, the researcher can choose the sample 

those that representative and present of population. Also due to Covid-19 

situation, the school only allowed the researcher to select one class. As a 

result, the classes that were being the sample of this research were taken 

based on lowest speaking skill students, and choosen by English teacher, 

it can be seen at the table below: 
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Tabel III.2 

Sample of the Ninth Grade students 

at Assalam Islamic Junior High School 

No Class Number of Students 

1 IX D 25 

 Total 25 

 

E. Technique of Collecting the Data 

In this research, the researcher used tests to collect the data (pre-test 

and post-test). Brown (2007, p.3) mentioned that a test means, a method of 

measuring a person’s ability, knowledge, or performance in a given domain. 

According to Fraenkel et al. (2012, p.111), the whole process of preparing to 

collect data is called an instrument. It means, that some devices such as paper 

and pictures can be used as instruments. Therefore, the instrument used in this 

research is picture series. Picture series was used as the instrument to help 

students in the retelling. 

For the instrument, the researcher used a speaking test. Speaking test 

used as a research instrument consisting of (1) Instruction (2) Materials to be 

retold (3) Relevant Picture Series, and (4) Narrative text. In the beginning, the 

students were given a pre-test to measure their initial ability in speaking. 

Then, the observer used picture series to tell the story, then the students got 

the post-test on retelling the story. In scoring the students’ performance, the 

observer used the scoring rubric. 

1. Validity and Reliability of the Instrument 

In fulfilling the criteria of a good test, validity and reliability of the 

test should be considered. They are as follow: 
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a. Validity of the instrument 

The test could be said valid if the test measures the objective to be 

measured and suitable with the criteria, to measure whether the test in this 

research has a good quality or not. The researcher used SPSS 21 

program to analyze the data. The researcher compare R table at 

significant level of 5% is 0.413 (df N-2 = 23). The observed should be 

higher than the R table to be considered as a valid question. If the 

observed of R on the analysis of less than r table, it can be concluded 

that the item is invalid and must be removed or corrected. The result of 

the validity can be seen below: 

Table III.3 

Validity of Speaking Test 

 

 

Pre-

test 

Post-

test 

Pre-test Pearson Correlation 1 ,772
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 

N 23 23 

Post-test Pearson Correlation ,772
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  

N 23 23 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-

tailed). 

 

From the table above, the researcher concluded that speaking test was 

valid, because the results of the pre-test was 1 and post-test was 0,772, it 

showed the R observer higher than r table of significant. 

b. Reliability of the instrument 
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In this research, in order to find reliability of the data, inter-ratter 

reliability was used. According to Brown (2003, p. 21) inter-rater 

reliability occurs when two or more scorers yield inconsistent scores of the 

same test, possibly for lack of attention to scoring criteria, inexperience, 

inattention, or even preconceived biases. It means, that were two ratters 

gave different scores of students’ speaking performance. The researcher 

used the SPSS 21 application. The table below shows the reliability test 

categories to establish the rubric’s level of accuracy: 

Table III.4 

The Table of Acceptable Reliabilty 

No Reliability Validity 

1 >0.90 Very highly reliable 

2 0.80-0.90 Highly reliable 

3 0.70-0.79 Reliable 

4 0.60-0.69 Marginally/minimally 

reliable 

5 <0.60 Unacceptably low 

reliabilty 

( Cohen, Manion & Morison, 2007, p. 506) 

To find out the data of speaking test was reliable or not, the 

researcher used SPSS 21 program, it can be seen below: 

Table III.5 

The Reliability Statistic of Speaking Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of Items 

,785 2 
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As shown in the table above, Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.785. The 

value was higher than the standard Cronbach Alpha of 0.60. As a result, 

the researcher concluded that the test was reliable, with a reliable level of 

reliability. 

2. Rubric of Scoring System 

In evaluating the students’ speaking scores, the ratters were rated 

the data by using the indicators of success based on the analytic scale for 

speaking by Harris (1969):  
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Tabel III.6 

Tabel of Scoring from Aspects of Speaking Test 

Aspects Score Description 

Pronunciation 5 Have few traces of foreign accent. 

4 Always intelligible, though one is conscious of 

definite accent. 

3 Pronunciation problem necessitate concentrated 
listening and occasionally lead to 

misunderstanding. 

2 Very hard to understand because of pronunciation 
problems, must frequently be asked to repeat. 

1 Pronunciation problems so severe as to make 
speech virtually unintelligible. 

Grammar 5 Makes few (if any) noticeable errors of grammar 

and word order 

4 Occasionally makes grammatical and/or word 
order errors which do not, however obscure the 

meaning. 

3 Make frequent errors of grammar and word order 
which occasionally obscure meaning. 

2 Grammar and word order errors make 
comprehension difficult. Must often rephrase 

sentences and/or restrict himself to basic patterns. 

1 Errors in grammar and word order to severe as to 
make speech virtually unintelligible. 

Vocabulary 5 Use of vocabulary and idioms is virtually that of a 
native speaker 
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4 Sometime uses inappropriate terms and/or must 

rephrase the idea because of lexical inadequate. 

3 Frequently uses the wrong words, conversation 
somewhat limited because of inadequate 

vocabulary. 

2 Misuse of word and very limited vocabulary make 
comprehension quite difficult. 

1 Vocabulary limitations so extreme as to make 
conversation virtually impossible. 

Fluency 5 Speed as fluent and effortless as that of a native 
speaker. 

4 Speed of the speech seems to be slightly affected 
by language problem. 

3 Speed and fluency are rather strongly affected by 
language problems. 

2 Usually hesistant; often forced into silent by 

language limitations. 

1 Speech is so halting and fragmentary as to make 

conversation virtually. 

Comprehension 5 Appears to understand everything without 

difficulty. 

4 Understand nearly everything at normal speed, 

although occasional repetition may be necessary. 

3 Understand most of what is said at slower than 

normal speed with repetition. 

2 Has great difficulty following what is said. Can 

comprehend only social conversation spoken 

slowly with frequently repetitions. 
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(analytic scale for speaking by Harris (1969) 

Based on students’ Lesson Plan in 2013 curriulum, the category of 

students score as follows: 

Tabel III.7 

Criteria of Students’ Score 

 

 

 

 

F. Technique of Analyzing Data 

The researcher analyzed the data using quantitative analysis. In other 

words, the researcher conducted the data analysis to interpret data from the 

pre-test and post-test. The pre-test purpose is to measure the initial score of 

speaking skills, and the post-test purpose is to measure the improvement of 

students’ speaking skills. 

Meanwhile, the test was assessed by the ratters. Then, the score 

calculated by applying the statistical analysis of the t-test, the researcher 

used a Paired Sample T-Test. Pallant (2011, p. 243) explained that a paired 

sample t-test is used when you have only one group of people and you 

collect data from them on two different occasions or under two different 

conditions. In addition, the significance of the test were analyzed by using 

1 Can not be said to understand even simple 

conversation virtually impossible. 

Categories Score 

Very Good 86-100 

Good 71-85 

Enough 56-70 

Less <55 
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the computer program of Statistical Product and Service Solution (SPSS) 

21.0 version. 

To determine the overall significance, Pallant (2011, p. 246) stated 

that the researcher need to look in the final column, labelled sig. (2-tailed). 

If this value is less than .05 (e.g. .04, .01, .001) the reseracher can conclude 

that there is a significant difference between the scores. 

The statistical hypotheses are: 

Ho: is accepted if significant value > 0.05 or there is no 

significant improvement in students’ speaking skills through 

retelling story by using picture series at Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency. 

Ha: is accepted if significant value < 0.05 or there is any 

significant improvement in students’ speaking skills through 

retelling story by using picture series at Assalam Islamic Junior 

High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar Regency. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

Referring to the data analysis and data presentation in chapter IV, 

finally the researcher concludes that the answer of the formulation of the 

problem is there any significant improvement in students’ speaking skill in 

retelling story narrative text before and after using picture series media at 

Assalam Islamic Junior High School Naga Beralih Air Tiris Kampar 

Regency. It can be seen in the result of statistical analysis in the research 

showed from the output above. The Asymp. Sig (2-tailed) value shows 

0,000 < 0,05, it means that null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected, while 

alternative hypothesis (Ha) is accepted. 

B. Suggestion 

According to the conclusion stated previously, the result of the 

research showed that using picture series as media in reteling story to 

improve students’ speaking skills is effective in teaching speaking 

narrative text. The writer would like to propose some suggestion :  

1. Suggestion for English Teacher 

a. Teacher trains students to speak in English during the 

teaching and learning proces 

b. The building up of creatives and enjoyable learning for 

students should be developed by the English teacher 
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c. Teachers should support their teaching strategies by using 

interesting and representative media 

2. Suggestion for the Students  

a. The students make such kinds of opportunities to practice 

speaking in English 

b. The students find other people that can improve their 

speaking skills 

c. The students expected to never feel bored in practicing their 

speaking in English 

3. Suggestion for Other Researcher 

a. The researcher expected to find the new strategy, 

method or approach in order to make the stduents easy 

and joyful in learning English especially in speaking 

b. The researcher always watch the development of 

education 

c. The researcher are enforced to be agents of change in 

education 

4. Suggestion for School 

It will be much better if the school can provide more suitable 

media and environment for learning in order to support the suitable 

technique such retelling through picture series Technique, especially in 

English subject. Cooperation between teachers is needed to find the better 

technique to improve students’ ability. 
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